Abstract-surface structures of the vehicle suffer thermal loadings during the high speed flight. The thermal stress distribution of typical titanium alloy plate under thermal loadings is studied based on the assumption of uncoupled thermal-structural properties and nonlinear von Karman large-deflection strain-displacement relationship; the critical buckling temperature of simply supported titanium alloy plate is obtained through generalized eigenvalue analysis, and the change of the response characteristic before and after plate buckling is obtained by further analysis. The results show that, simply supported titanium alloy plate in uniform temperature field is prone to buckling because of the relatively low critical buckling temperature. The modal and frequency of the plate were changed before and after the buckling, structure shows more characteristics of higher order modes.
INTRODUCTION
With the increasing speed of modern aircraft, vehicle surface is affected more and more serious by aerodynamic heating, aerodynamic heating issue has caused widespread concern, more thermal protection structures and composites, alloys are applied to high speed aircraft, where aerodynamic heating effect must be considered. The temperature of the surface structure will rise due to dynamic heating, and the structure will suffer thermal stress due to uneven distribution of temperature at the same time [1] [2] . The Internal thermal stress will cause damage to the structure by changing the structural strength and stiffness and further affecting the vibration characteristics of the structure. Therefore, dynamic response characteristics of the structure under thermal environment become particularly important.
The dynamic response research of the aircraft structures developed with advances in aviation technology.
In recent years, the researchers have gradually focused on the effects of the dynamic response of the aircraft structures caused by the thermal environment. Bhangale, et al [3] , analyzed the thermal buckling problem of functionally graded beams by finite element method (FEM); Shi X M ,et al [4] , analyzed transient temperature field and vibration characteristic of the structure underling thermal environment based on the NASTRAN software; Huang S Y, et al [5] , analyzed the modes of tapered aluminum alloy platesin the non-uniform temperature field; Yang X W, et al [6] , analyzed the vibro-acoustic dynamic characteristic of the aircraft structure.
In this paper, the object is a typical simply supported titanium alloy plate of the aircraft structure. Thermal stress of the plate under thermal environment is analyzed using FEM, the thermal mode characteristics under different temperature filed are obtained and thermal-acoustic response of the titanium alloy plate is calculated by farther analysis. Dynamic response variation with temperature is calculated finally.
II. THE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

A. Physical properties of the model
The calculating model is a titanium alloy plate that measured 330 mm ×395mm ×1.5mm ( h b a   ). Here a, b and h are the length, width and thickness of the plate respectively, the model is shown in Fig .1 . The material of the model is TC4, and its main physical properties are given in the Table I. 
B. The analysis process for the thermal-sturcture coupling problem
Thermal stress response analysis of the plate is a thermal-structure coupling problem. the detail process for solving thermal-structure problem is shown in Fig .2 
C. The finite element model
The parametric modeling of the titanium alloy plate is completed using software ANSYS, in which the shell131 element is selected for the thermal element and shell181 for the corresponding structure element, the grid size is 5mm, the total number of the element is 25, the finite element model is shown in Fig .3 Thermal stresses of the titanium alloy plate is calculated before the thermal buckling analysis, the eigenvalue analysis is conducted for obtaining the critical buckling temperatures, the first order critical buckling temperature is concerned generally [7] [8] .
For the simply supported plate structure of steady temperature field, the first order critical buckling temperature is calculated by the following theoretical calculation formula:
Where a, b and h are the length, width and thickness of the plate respectively,  is the poisson's ratio,  is the coefficient of thermal expansion.
A. boundary and loading conditions
The titanium alloy plate is simply supported at four edges, the initial temperature and the reference temperature are 20, and a uniform temperature field of 50 is applied to the plate.
B. Thermal stress analysis
The sequential coupling method and the direct sparse matrix solver are adopted to calculate the thermal stress of the plate, the nonlinear characteristic is considered, shell 131 is used for thermal analysis and shell 181 is used for acoustic analysis. The displacement contours and stress contours are shown in Fig .4 and Fig .5 respectively. 
C. Thermal buckling analysis
Based on the thermal stress analysis, the first order critical buckling temperature of the plates in different thickness are calculated via the buckling analysis using nonlinear solver, the numerical results and the theoretical results are shown in Table II . From Table II , we may safely draw a conclusion that the critical buckling temperature of the plates is relatively low, that is, the titanium alloy plate is easily bucked when its thermal deformation is constrained. When the thickness of the plates is 1.5mm，the first order critical buckling temperature of the plate is 22.36℃, the first four order mode shapes of the plate in room temperature are shown in Fig .6 . 
IV. CHANGE OF MODE SHAPES BEFORE AND AFTER
BUCKLING
The natural frequencies of the structure change with temperature mainly reflected in following two aspects: temperature makes the material stiffness reduce; and the thermal stress caused by the temperature can be seen as pre-stress, which lead to change of the distribution of stiffness. Therefore, the vibration problem of the structure under the thermal loading requires enough attention [9] [10] [11] .
The first order critical buckling temperature of the plate that has a thickness of 1.5mm is cr T , we can get cr T =22.36 ℃ through the previous calculation. Set the buckling coefficient [12] ref cr
where ref T is the reference temperature, C T ref   20 , it is obviously that, while 0<=S<1, the plate is in the prebuckling state, while S>1, the plate is in the post buckling state, the first five order natural frequencies of the titanium alloy plate in different buckling coefficients S=0.8 、 S=1.0 、 S=1.6 are calculated separately, the results are shown in Table III . It can be seen from Table. 3 that natural frequency of the plate drops with the increase of temperature, the structure is in a critical buckling state and prone to snapthrough when the first order natural frequency drops to zero, the structure enters the post bucked state with the continue increase of the temperature, natural frequency increases until the next order critical buckling state because of the stress stiffness effect.
The mode shapes of the plate before and after buckling are calculated and shown in Fig .7 and Fig .8respectively It can be obtained by comparative study of Fig .7 and Fig .8 that, change of the distribution of stiffness caused by thermal stress results in the change of the mode shapes, as the plate getting into the post buckling state, the first order mode shape of the plate in the pre-buckling state no longer appears, the dynamic response will be affected by the higher order modes.
V. Conclusions
In this paper, thermal buckling analysis, thermal mode analysis and thermal-acoustic response analysis of the titanium alloy plate based on the thermal-acoustic coupling model are conducted, the following conclusions are summarized:
For simply supported titanium alloy plate, it is easily into the buckling state because of the relatively low critical buckling temperature, accordingly, in order to determine whether the structure into the buckling state, the buckling temperature should be considered in the process of thermal-acoustic response analysis, and the nonlinear characteristics of the post buckling analysis should be considered (including non-linear and geometric nonlinear material);
The natural frequencies and mode shapes of the plate both change with the temperature, the natural frequencies of the pre-buckling plate drop with the rise of temperature, the mode shapes of the pre-buckling plate have no obvious changes; the first order natural frequency decrease to zero when temperature rises to the critical buckling point, the plate in prone to snap-through at present; the natural frequencies of the post buckling plate increase with the rise of temperature, the mode shape of the post-buckling plate has obvious changes, the dynamic response on the plate will be more effected by the higher order modes.
